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Magnetic fluid spin velocity, shear stress, and magnetoviscosity were calculated for a planar-Couette
magnetic fluid flow, with applied uniform dc magnetic field transverse to the duct axis and by using
Shliomis’ first magnetization relaxation equation, generally valid for low magnetic fields. For
simplicity, the magnetic fluid was assumed to be linearly magnetizable with constant magnetic
susceptibility. Using the assumption of incompressible flow and the symmetry of the geometry, the
solution for the axial flow is a linear function of position within the channel while the spin velocity
is spatially constant, where both the spin velocity and the change in viscosity, obey a third order
algebraic torque equation due to an imposed magnetic field H or a fifth order algebraic torque
equation due to the imposed magnetic flux density B. This analysis describes the conditions for
multivalued effective magnetoviscosity and spin velocity. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1850337g

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic fluids, also known as ferrofluids, are stable
colloidal suspensions consisting of single-domain magnetic
particles coated with a surfactant and immersed in a carrier
fluid.1 A homogeneous magnetic field tends to orient the col-
loidal magnetic particle of a magnetic fluid in the direction
of the magnetic field with resistance to free rotation of the
particle from fluid viscosity or magnetic crystalline aniso-
tropy. With the disorientating effect of Brownian motion and
hydrodynamic forces, antisymmetric stress between the mag-
netic particle and the carrier fluid affects the effective mag-
netoviscosity of the magnetic fluid. By applying Shliomis’
first magnetization relaxation equation to planar-Couette
magnetic fluid flow with an applied uniform dc magnetic
field transverse to the duct axis, the effective magnetoviscos-
ity and particle spin velocity are derived.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

A. Magnetic field and magnetization

For the planar duct Couette magnetic fluid confined be-
tween rigid walls shown in Fig. 1, the top surface is driven at
velocity V and the volume is magnetically stressed by a uni-
form x directed dc magnetic fieldHx or magnetic flux density
Bx. The flow velocity v̄ and the spin velocityv̄ are of the
form

v̄ = vzsxdī z, v̄ = vysxdī y. s1d

Because the imposed magnetic fieldHx or magnetic flux den-
sity Bx are spatially uniform with they andz coordinate and
are imposed on the system by external sources, all the field
and flow variables are independent ofy andz and can only

vary with x. Gauss’s law for the magnetic flux densityB̄

=m0sH̄+M̄d and Ampere’s law for the magnetic fieldH̄ with
zero current density are

¹ · B̄ = 0 ⇒
dBx

dx
= 0 ⇒ Bx = constant, s2d

¹ 3 H̄ = 0 ⇒
dHz

dx
=

dHy

dx
= 0 ⇒ Hy,Hz = constant = 0.

s3d

There are noy components of the magnetic field. Therefore,
at dc steady state, in terms of the imposed external uniform
magnetic fieldHx the total magnetic field inside the magnetic
fluid layer is of the form

H̄ = Hxsxdī x, s4d

and in terms of imposed external uniform magnetic flux den-
sity Bx the total magnetic flux density inside the magnetic
fluid layer has the form
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FIG. 1. Planar magnetic fluid layer between rigid walls, in planar Couette
flow driven by thex=d surface moving at velocityV, is magnetically
stressed by a uniformx directed dc magnetic fieldHx or magnetic flux
densityBx.
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B̄fBxīx + Bzsxdī zg. s5d

For low magnetic fields, Shliomis’ first magnetization relax-

ation equation2 for magnetizationM̄ in a magnetic fieldH̄ is

]M̄

]t
+ sv̄ · ¹ dM̄ − v̄ 3 M̄ +

1

t
fM̄ − x0H̄g = 0, s6d

where at low fields the magnetic fluid obeys a linear consti-
tutive law in equilibrium with constant magnetic susceptibil-
ity x0. The time constantt is the effective magnetization
relaxation time which is related to Brownian and Néel time
constants.

Using Eqs.s1d–s5d in Eq. s6d, the magnetization compo-
nents in terms of imposed external uniform magnetic fieldHx

are of the form

Mx =
x0Hx

fsvytd2 + 1g
, Mz =

− x0Hxvyt

fsvytd2 + 1g
, s7d

and the magnetization components in terms of imposed ex-
ternal uniform magnetic flux densityBx are of the form

Mx =
x0Bx m0

fsvytd2 + 1 +x0g
, Mz =

− x0Bxvyt/m0

fsvytd2 + 1 +x0g
. s8d

B. Magnetic force and torque density

The magnetic force density is given byf̄ =m0sM̄ ·¹ dH̄
and the magnetic torque density is given byT̄=m0sM̄ 3 H̄d.
Applying Eq.s7d, the magnetic force and torque density with
imposed external uniform magnetic fieldHx are of the form

f̄ = m0Mx
dHx

dx
īx, s9d

T̄ = m0sM̄ 3 H̄d = m0MzHxīy =
− x0m0vytHx

2

svytd2 + 1
ī y. s10d

Applying Eq.s8d, the magnetic force and torque density with
imposed external uniform magnetic flux densityBx are of the
form

f̄ = m0Mx
d

dx
SBx

m0
− MxD ī x = − ī x

d

dx
S1

2
m0Mx

2D , s11d

T̄ = sMzBx − m0MxMzdī y =
− x0vytBx

2fsvytd2 + 1g
m0fsvytd2 + 1 +x0g2 ī y. s12d

C. Fluid flow and spin velocity

For an incompressible fluid and for the assumed flow
solutions in Eq.s1d, ¹ ·v̄=0, ¹ ·v̄=0. The coupled linear and
angular momentum conservation equations with force den-

sity f̄ and torque densityT̄ for a fluid in a gravity field −gīx
are1,3

rF ]v̄
]t

+ sv̄ · ¹ dv̄G = − ¹ P + f̄ + 2z ¹

3v̄ + sz + hd¹2v̄ − rgīx, s13d

IF ]v̄

]t
+ sv̄ · ¹ dv̄G = T̄ + 2zs¹ 3 v̄ − 2v̄d + h8¹2v̄, s14d

wherer is the mass density,p is the pressure,z is the vortex
viscosity, h is the dynamic viscosity,I is the moment of
inertia density, andh8 is the shear coefficient of spin viscos-
ity. For low Reynolds’ number flows, so that the inertia is
negligible, in the dc steady state, and neglecting spin viscos-
ity, pressure gradient and gravity effects, the flow and spin
velocity equations are

0 = f̄ + 2z ¹ 3 v̄ + sz + hd¹2v̄, s15d

0 = T̄ + 2zs¹ 3 v̄ − 2v̄d. s16d

Using the solution form of Eq.s1d, the flow and spin velocity
equations reduce to

sz + hd
d2vz

dx2 + 2z
dvy

dx
= 0, s17d

Ty − 2zSdvz

dx
+ 2vyD = 0. s18d

In the absence of magnetic fieldsHx=0d or magnetic flux
densitysBx=0d, Ty=0 and with the boundary conditions that
vzsx=0d=0 andvzsx=dd=V, the solution for flow and spin
velocities are

vzsxd =
Vx

d
, vy = −

V

2d
. s19d

With nonzero magnetic field the velocityvzsxd in Eq. s19d is
unchanged while the spin velocityvy changes because of the
magnetic torque in Eq.s18d.

D. Shear stress

The Cauchy stress tensor equation for flow is

T% = − pI% + hf¹ v̄ + ¹ v̄Tg + ls¹ · v̄dI% + z«% · s¹ 3 v̄ − 2v̄d,

s20d

where T% is the pressure viscous-stress tensor,I% is the unit
isotropic dyadic,l is the bulk viscosity,«% is the polyadic.
Using the solution form of Eq.s1d and with the assumption
of incompressible flows¹ ·v̄=0d and neglecting pressure
gradient, the shear stress at thex=0 interface is

Tzx= sh + zd
dvz

dx
+ 2zvy = sh + zd

V

d
+ 2zvy, s21d

which has no direct magnetic stress. The Maxwell stress ten-
sor has no shear stress contribution because tangentialH and
normal B are continuous across thex=0 interface. In the
absence of magnetic fieldsHx=0d or magnetic flux density
sBx=0d, the shear force at thex=0 interface is

Tz x0 = h
V

d
, s22d

the change of the shear force due to the magnetic field gives
the change in the flow viscosity,Dh, as
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DTz x= Tz x− Tz x0

= zSV

d
+ 2vyD

= Dh
V

d
⇒ Dh = zS1 +

2vyd

V
D . s23d

III. SPIN VELOCITY AND EFFECTIVE
VISCOSITY SOLUTIONS

A. Solution for an imposed external magnetic field Hx

Using the solution form of the torque density from Eq.
s10d in Eqs. s17d and s18d, the solution of the spin velocity
vy is found by solving the third order equation

2vy +
x0m0vytHx

2

svytd2 + 1
+

V

d
= 0. s24d

Defining the nondimensional parameterr =Dh / s2zd=s1/2
+vyd/Vd andPH=m0x0Hx

2t /4z, Eq. s24d can be rewritten as
the third order equation

r3 − r2 + F1

4
+

1 + PH

sVt/dd2Gr −
PH

2sVt/dd2 = 0. s25d

Solving Eq.s25d for a real root, the effective viscosity for
magnetic fluid in an imposed magnetic field can be found.

B. Solution for an imposed external magnetic flux
density Bx

Using the solution form of the torque density from Eq.
s12d in Eqs. s17d and s18d, the solution of the spin velocity
vy is found by solving the fifth order equation

2vy +
x0vytfsvytd2 + 1gBx

2

2m0zfsvytd2 + 1 +x0g2 +
V
d

= 0. s26d

Defining the nondimensional parameterr =Dh / s2zd=s1/2
+vyd/Vd and PB=x0Bx

2t /m0s1+x0d24z, Eq. s26d can be re-
written as the fifth order equation

Sr −
1

2
D5

+
1

2
Sr −

1

2
D4

+
fs1 + x0d2PB + 2s1 + x0dg

sVt/dd2

3Sr −
1

2
D3

+
s1 + x0d
sVt/dd2Sr −

1

2
D2

+
fs1 + x0d2sPB + 1dg

sVt/dd4

3Sr −
1

2
D +

s1 + x0d2

2sVt/dd4 = 0. s27d

Solving Eq.s27d for a real root, the effective viscosity for
magnetic fluid in an imposed magnetic field can be found.
Figure 2 shows the solution for magnetoviscosity versus re-
lated magnetic field and magnetic flux density for various
values ofVt / sdd.
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FIG. 2. Solution for magnetoviscosity vs related magnetic field and mag-
netic flux density for various values ofVt / sdd. For imposed magnetic flux
densityBx, x0=1.55 for waterbased magnetic fluid Ferrotec MSG W11.
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